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The Mission of the Friends of Bright Leaf is to conserve and enhance
Bright Leaf and promote the public’s enjoyment, understanding, and
appreciation of this urban jewel.
An Occasional Newsletter

Summer 2011
Visitors
Bright Leaf for all ages,
especially the young
Page 3

A Busy Spring
A very busy spring
means a big thank you
to our Volunteers
Page 2

A Crimson Spring
Each year a different
wildflower shines at
Bright Leaf. This year it
was the Cedar Sage
Page 2

What is that?
Find the answer
Page 10

Invasive Plants are
Work!
And volunteers of all
ages and from all groups
step up to help
Page 7

National
Trails Day

National Trails Day® is a celebration of
trails that evolved from the report of
President Ronald Reagan's President's
Commission on Americans Outdoors. In
1987, the report recommended that all
Americans be able to go out their front
doors and within fifteen minutes, be on
trails that wind through their cities or
towns and bring them back without
retracing steps.

Come and Join Us to
Celebrate National
Trails Day on June 4th.
Come and help us celebrate our
wonderful preserve at the National Trails
Day on Saturday, June 4th, 9:00am until
1:00pm. All are welcome. Experts will be
available to answer questions about
plants, animals, geology, and the history
of the preserve. There will also be an
exhibit of snakes! Refreshments will be
served.
All this and more—free!
Friends of Bright Leaf

Spring Visitor
Find out the latest
Spring sighting
Page 10

Bright Leaf is beautiful all year round and
will be exceptional on National Trails Day.
Join us for great hikes and lots of fun.

Trails do not just appear for our
enjoyment, it takes many hours of
planning, labor, and negotiating to
develop them. National Trails Day®, the
only nationwide celebration of trails,
brings awareness to trails and thanks
many people and partners for their
support and hard work, including
volunteers, land agencies, and outdoor
minded businesses. It is also a day to
introduce people to the many joys and
benefits of trails.
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A Busy Spring Leads to
the Dog Days of
Summer...
Letter from the President
First I want to say thanks to all the
volunteers and docents that have continued
to help Bright Leaf by removing invasive
plants, keeping the trails free of
obstructions, and leading hikes. We have
had lots of visitors this Spring - from hikes
for elementary school students to the
regular monthly hikes to a successful
Spring open house. We couldn’t do it
without you!
The ongoing drought has stressed the plants
and animals at Bright Leaf, but we continue
to see interesting flora and fauna on each
hike. At the Sunday monthly hike on May
8th, we saw a five-foot Texas Rat Snake,
Giant Swallowtail and Little Wood Satyr
butterflies, and several species of
wildflowers in bloom. So I encourage you
all to come out for a hike, especially if you
haven’t visited us for a while. In addition to
the regularly scheduled monthly hikes, we
will be having another Open House on June
4, to coincide with National Trails Day.
Hope to see you on the trails.

Dear Friends of Bright Leaf,
Just a few days before writing this,
Bright Leaf received three inches of rain.
The winter and spring have been very dry
and this comes as a much needed relief for
the Preserve. This spring has been very
busy here with many visitors to the trails.
Austin Youth River Watch has started to
monitor the health of Dry Creek and
Friends of Bright Leaf, Austin Community
College, and Eco-Texas have held invasive
plant removal workdays. Many of our
visitors have been children. Wooten
Elementary’s entire third grade class
learned about the outdoors and water
2

quality during their visit. Home school,
preschool, and families also visited and
were rewarded with sights of a butterfly, a
rabbit, and a hummingbird along the trail.
Doss Elementary second graders will be
visiting in late May. Then National Trails
Day will take place in early June. Many
thanks to our Program Director, Nancy
Woolley, and to the many excellent
volunteers that make all of these hikes and
events possible.
John Mahan
Bright Leaf Preserve Director
& Lead Ranger
Friends of Bright Leaf
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Bright Leaf for All Ages,
Especially the Young
Nancy Woolley

Bright Leaf visitors come in all ages.
The youngest guests often ride along in
pouches or special baby carrying
backpacks. In contrast to those young
ones, a member of a hiking club that
recently walked the entire loop three trail
proudly declared that she was seventyeight years old. Most of the preserve’s
visitors are somewhere in-between. All
of Bright Leaf’s guests are special, but
there is a outstanding importance to
introducing our younger visitors to
nature. As described in the book, Last
Child in the Woods by Richard Louv,
today’s children can be detached from
the outdoors since so much time is spent
indoors at school, in front of a computer,
or in front of the television. There may
not be a place to go out and explore and
discover the outdoors. Since Bright Leaf
Friends of Bright Leaf

is within the city limits of Austin, it is a
convenient and free place for children to
explore. Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp
Fire, and other youth groups are obvious
hikers to Bright Leaf. Elementary schools
such as Wooten, Langford, Pickle, Oak
Spring, Odem, and home school groups
also visit. A preschool recently came by
with a group of three year olds who were
fascinated by what they saw on their
thirty minute walk. By the age of six and
up, children can usually hike the one
hour trail that crosses Dry Creek and
then loops through the rock quarry area,
across trail five and goes down to the
bridge and back to the parking lot.
Summer camps and even older children
find Bright Leaf rewarding. By high
school age, many are even helping Bright
Leaf in various ways. Some remove
3
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invasive plants (Eco-Texas) while
others monitor the water quality of
Dry Creek (Austin Youth River
Watch).
Bright Leaf is a place of fun and
discovery. The young visitors to the
preserve are a joy to take out on
hikes because their enthusiasm is
infectious. If this connection with
nature and the enjoyment at being
outdoors is encouraged in the
young, it can bring a lifetime of
rewards.
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If you are a part of a school or
youth group that would like to visit
Bright Leaf Preserve, call us at
512-459-7269 or email us at
FriendsOfBrightLeaf@gmail.com.
All hikes are led by trained docents
and all hikes are free.

Photos of children at Bright Leaf taken
by Nancy Woolley.

Previous page, main image shows
members from a Preschool hike.

Previous page, small image shows Cub
Scouts and their families at one of the
many hikes that are offered to various
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Fire,
and other youth groups throughout
the year.

This page, top shows children of high
school age from the Austin Youth
River Watch. At this stage children
learn how to help Bright Leaf and
some monitor the water quality of Dry
Creek. In this case, the group is from
Austin Youth River Watch.

Right, a young boy embraces the
moment at Dry Creek.
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A Crimson Wildflower Spring
Bill Dodd

With the continuing drought in Central
Texas, the spring wildflowers at Bright Leaf
have been a little disappointing. However,
one brilliant crimson denizen made a
spectacular showing this spring — Cedar
Sage, Salvia roemeriana. In late March and
through most of April, there were many spots
where you could see dozens or hundreds of
them in bloom. It was quite a sight. This
perennial salvia, a member of the mint family,
is adapted to grow in the shade and mulch of
what we call Cedar trees. Of course, these are
really Juniper trees, specifically Ashe Juniper,
Juniperus ashei. The hirsute (hairy) Cedar Sage
is found growing in rocky limestone areas
under Junipers. And while it likes the fine
mulch of the Junipers, it will not thrive when
the mulch has too many larger leaves, like
those of the oaks that also share this habitat.
Cedar Sage is mostly found in the Edwards
Plateau region of Texas but it also extends
into West Texas and adjacent areas of
Northern Mexico. Its dependence on Juniper
mulch gives it something in common with the
Golden-cheeked Warbler, which is also
Friends of Bright Leaf

dependent on Juniper. In the Warbler’s case, it
needs the bark of mature Junipers for nest
material.
In a hot, dry summer Cedar Sage will
shrivel up and seemingly die, effectively
disappearing. But
with some rains, it
will come right
back. Obviously
this is a highly
drought tolerant
plant. So you
would expect that
it would make
some showing in
spring, even in a
drought. But why
such a spectacular
show this year,
when we have
had such extreme
conditions
through the fall,
winter and
spring? I’m not

sure if anyone knows for sure, but besides
simply being drought tolerant, it has another
interesting trick up its sleeve.
In the late summer and fall it will produce
cleistogamous, or self-pollinating flowers.
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With these flowers, the normally showy
corolla is hidden and does not open, requiring
self-pollination. In this phase, a great amount
of seed can be produced. This is another way
this resilient plant has adapted to the natural
cycles of drought in our area.
One final note about S. roemeriana —
where does it get its scientific name? It is
named for Karl Ferdinand Roemer
(1818-1891), a German geologist, botanist and
explorer who visited Texas in 1845-1847.
While he was here he studied the Cretaceous
rocks and fossils, collected plants with
Lindheimer and wrote an account of his
travels. Roemer gave his plant collections to
G. H. Adolph Scheele, a German botanist.
Scheele described most of those plants, and
named this salvia for Roemer. That this
limestone loving plant was named for a
geologist that studied the local Cretaceous
limestone is fitting indeed.
References: http://www.biosci.utexas.edu/prc/
DigFlora/SARO/S_roem.html
http://www.wildflower.org/plants/result.php?
id_plant=SARO3

Bright Leaf

As Still Life
6
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Invasive Plants Provide Work
Nancy Woolley

Through the years at Bright Leaf,
invasive plants such as Ligustrum,
Photinia, and Nandina, have provided a
sure source of work to those who
volunteer to remove them. At Bright Leaf
these plants are mainly attacked by three
groups committed to their destruction:
the Friends of Bright Leaf, Eco-Texas, and
the Austin Community College native
plants classes.
The Friends of Bright Leaf have held
invasive removal workdays in February
before the endangered Golden Cheeked
Warblers return in early spring and on
other days throughout the year.
Workdays have attacked plants by the
Lucas house, downhill from the Ridge
Oak Reservoir, along Dry Creek, and in
other areas of the preserve. This year the
workday along Dry Creek removed two
trailer loads of invasives and helped
Friends of Bright Leaf

open up the view of the rock wall below
the creek overlook area. Removing the
invasives here has also opened up the
area for native plants and trees such as
Escarpment Black Cherry and American
Beautyberry.
Eco-Texas is an organization founded
by Jordan Sessler, the son of Carol Sessler
who is a docent at Bright Leaf along with
her other son Chanan. The group of
committed young people who make up
Eco-Texas come out to Bright Leaf on a
frequent basis to remove invasive plants
on the part of trail three that is just below
the Georgia Lucas house. This part of the
trail has Nandinas, Ligustrum, Photinia,
and even Bamboo, so these energetic
folks have lots to do on their workdays.
Taking out invasives from this area opens
up room for the Mexican Buckeye and
other natives. This work also looks great

on the college applications of these hard
working volunteers.
The Austin Community College
native plants classes have been visiting
Bright Leaf Preserve for many years to
key out and learn many of the native
plants of Central Texas. After hiking at
Bright Leaf for their classwork, the
professor offers extra credit to students
who return for a plant removal workday.
These workdays take place each semester
and Bright Leaf reaps the benefits from
these students who wish to improve their
grades. While they are at it, they often
find that improving the environment is
rewarding and each invasive plant
removed is like a victory. The ACC
classes have worked on trail four and
around the Dry Creek area.
Bright Leaf Preserve is a better place
because of the countless hours all these
7
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volunteers have given to improve this
treasure Georgia Lucas left for us to
enjoy. Whether it is the Spotted
Towhee bird seen in the newly
opened area next to the creek, the
Swallowtail butterfly caterpillar on a
Black Cherry leaf, or the human
visitor who hikes the trails, the hard
work of invasive plant removal is
appreciated by all.

On the previous page members of EcoTexas load the trailer with an abundance
of removed Nandinas, Ligustrum,
Photinia, and even Bamboo during one of
their workdays.

Above, volunteers of the Friends of Bright
Leaf at the invasive plant removal
workday.

Right are workers from the Eco-Texas
workday. As you may know, dogs are not
usually allowed in Bright Leaf but Wes is
a service dog to one of our volunteers and
he always makes himself useful!
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ACC invasive plant removal workday
When to Visit?
Every day is a special day at Bright Leaf
and each week brings new surprises to
the Preserve. It may not be the rare
Bracted Twistflower (Streptanthus
bracteatus) or the Golden Cheeked
Warbler but Bright Leaf is home to many
different species that are only seen on the
Edwards Plateau.
Guided hikes are open to the public and
are on the second Saturday and second
Sunday of each month (except when
holidays conflict). You can also arrange
for a guided hike for a group: Call the
Preserve Manager's office at 459-7269.
Online visit: http://groups.yahoo.com/
group/fobl to sign up for hike reminders
via e-mail.
Friends of Bright Leaf
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Answer: Easy to miss but spectacular to
see, the Io moth (Automeris io in the
Saturniidae family) is clearly marked by
distinctive eye-like markings on its
hindwings. This Io moth is probably a
male indicated by its yellowish
forewings; female forewings are
typically brown. This moth is nestled in
leave debris of the Texas Red Oak, Live
Oak, and Ashe Juniper where it
typically lays its eggs. A variety of
plants act as host to the young
caterpillars including hackberry (Celtis),
willow (Salix), mesquite (Prosopis),
redbud (Cercis), currant (Ribes),
blackberry (Rubus), and pear (Pyrus).
These nocturnal moths mate at night
and after laying her eggs, the female
moth dies. The spines on the green
spiky caterpillar can result in a painful
sting. Initially the caterpillars are
gregarious or social — they often form a
line or “train” and move in sync across
the ground or tree, but after finding a
stable location they are solitary as they
prepare to develop into a cocoon.
For more information go to Butterflies of
North America, http://
www.butterfliesandmoths.org/species/
Automeris-io
lo moth, Automeris io (Fabricius) (Insecta:
Lepidoptera: Saturniidae) http://
edis.ifas.ufl.edu/pdffiles/IN/
IN20300.pdf
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Spotted Towhee
Pipilo maculatus
Christine Powell

K. Cole

Early this spring one of the
Bright Leaf volunteers went by
a clearing created by the
removal of invasive plant
species and was greeted by the
unusual sight of a Spotted
Towhee, not often seen in our
heavily wooded areas. The
recently opened habitat was
perfect for this large striking
sparrow to hang out. The
Spotted Towhee prefers forest
edges, sun-baked thickets,
gardens, and shrubby park
areas where they will
occasionally sun themselves,
lying down on the grass with
feathers spread.
Pipilo maculatus is a large
sparrow with a white-spotted
gleaming black back (females
are grayish) and a black rump.
They have a black breast,
brilliant white belly, and
beautiful warm rufous flanks
that match the dry leaves they
Friends of Bright Leaf

spend their time hopping
around in. The birds can be
hard to see in the leaf litter, so
your best chance for an
unobstructed look at this
handsome bird may be in the
spring, when males climb into
the shrub tops to sing their

when disturbed, a nesting
female Spotted Towhee may
run away like a mouse rather
than fly.
Spotted Towhees hop over
the ground beneath dense
tangles of shrubs, and
rummage in leaf litter for food.

Fusce placerat, felis eget congue vestibulum, nunc lorem commodo
ligula euismod sem tortor in velit iaculis, dolor sed cursus

buzzing songs. The head is
black, the eyes are red and the
beak is conical and black. Wings
are black with white spots. The
tail is long and black with white
corners which will help identify
them when in flight. However,

They tend to move deliberately
and give themselves plenty of
time to spot food items. In fact,
they have a very distinctive
two-footed backward hop, then
pounce on anything they’ve
uncovered. They also climb

into lower branches to search
for insects and fruits, or to
deliver their quick, fairly
simple song. Towhees can fly
long distances, but more often
make short, slow flights
between patches of cover.
Another great time to catch a
glimpse of them is early
morning when they often bathe
in dew or fog drip on
vegetation. If you should be
lucky enough to see a group of
them then they are collectively
known as a "tangle" and a
"teapot" of towhees!
Some scientists have
suggested that the bold white
spots on Spotted Towhees’
backs serve a very useful
purpose. The splotches may
help them blend in to the sundappled undergrowth, so keep
this in mind next time you are
near one of the clearings.
11
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Calendar of Events

Hikes

Guided hikes 2011
Georgia Lucas's will specifies that all
hikes at Bright Leaf are guided hikes. The
Friends of Bright Leaf volunteers are
happy to provide guided hikes to the
public.

Free and open to the public.
Second Saturday & second Sunday of
each month at 9:00 am.
Hikes are approximately 4 miles long and
last up to 2 1/2 hours.
Meet at the parking lot off 2222 and Creek
Mountain Road. Dress for the weather
and bring a water bottle.
See Calendar page for dates and more
information.
For shorter hikes or hikes on other days,
please call the park at 459-7269.

Guided hikes are open to the public and
are on the second Saturday and second
Sunday of each month (except when
holidays conflict).
All hikes start at 9:00 am.
Hikes are usually 4 miles long and last
about 2 hours. Wear sturdy shoes and
bring your own water. Please arrive on
time – there is only one hike per day. We
are happy to arrange other hikes for any
type or size of group. Call 459-7269.
!
!
June!
!

Sat. 11! !
Sun. 12! !

July!
!

Sat. 9
Sun 10

Aug. !
!
!
Oct. !
!

Sat. 13! !
Sun. 14! !
!
Sat. 8 ! !
Sun. 9! !

Sept.!
!

Sat. 10
Sun. 11

Nov.!
!

Sat. 12
Sun. 13

Dec.!
!

Sat. 10
Sun. 11

Special Events

RULES to remember:
·All hikes are guided hikes
·No dogs allowed
·No bikes
·No fishing
·No camping
·These rules protect the fragile nature of
Bright Leaf. Thank you for respecting
them.

Caps $20

National Trails Day:
June 4, 2011 — 9:00 am to 1:00 pm
Fall Open House:
October 15, 2011 — 9:00 am to 1:00 pm
Donor & Volunteer Party
TBA

Workdays
TBA

Docent Training Class:
TBA
Please call 459-7269 for meeting place
location and more information.
Work for volunteers may be available on
other dates, contact the site manager.

Patches $5

T-Shirts $15

To order, contact Sally Scott at 453-2289
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October Event—Open House
Saturday, October 24th, 9:00am—1:00pm

Interpretive Hikes are scheduled Friends
for the ofsecond
Bright SatLeaf
urday and second Sunday of every month. Meet at
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Thanks to all who help make this
possible...

Photo Credits

Special Thanks To

Friends of Bright Leaf

All images property of Bright Leaf unless
otherwise stated and taken by Nancy Woolley
and BL Volunteers. Bill Dodd, page 5—6:
Patricia McGee, page 10 top: Wikipedia, page
10 & 11.

• The docents who lead our hikes every
month.

2009-2010 Board of Directors

• Contributors to Friends of Bright Leaf

Bill Dodd, President
Phillip Russell, Secretary
Patricia McGee
Christine Powell

How You Can Help?
We always need your help and there
are many ways you can do this
Some of us want to help but don’t always
know how — if you are one of these
people then let us help to discover your
inner volunteer. We need people to help
in every aspect, from leading hikes to
education, from planning events to
teaching children the importance of
nature, from bookkeeping to brochures
and that is just a start. So just contact us
and we will sign you up!

Friends of Bright Leaf

Katherine Smith

Director/Lead Ranger
John Mahan

Newsletter Editor
Christine Powell

Program Director
Nancy Woolley

Check out our web site:

“www.brightleaf.org”
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Get Involved
FRIENDS OF BRIGHT LEAF
A 501 (c) (3) non-profit corporation
P.O. Box 27921
Austin, Texas 78755-7921
From time to time a docent training class is offered for people interested in volunteering at Bright Leaf.
Call 459-7269 for more information and to reserve a place in the class.
Other volunteer opportunities for individuals or groups may also be available during the year.

Donations to
Bright Leaf Preserve
Donations provide funds to help preserve, maintain, and improve this natural treasure. Please help us assure
that Georgia Lucas’ dream will last many lifetimes.

Suggested donations:
Individual $25 __ ! !

Family $35 __ !

!

!

Supporter $50 __ !

!

!

Sponsor $100 __

Other $ __________

Please make checks payable to “Friends of Bright Leaf”
Check #

NAME(S): _____________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________
CITY: ___________________________ STATE: _______________ ZIP: __________________
PHONE: ______________________________________________________________________
E-MAIL: ______________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE:__________________________________________________________________
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BEING A DOCENT?__________________________________

The Friends of Bright Leaf will NOT sell or loan membership information with any other entity.

Mail to:
Friends of Bright Leaf
P.O. Box 27921
Austin TX 78755-7921

Friends of Bright Leaf
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